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1. Introduction

The literature on bilingual language development abounds with controversial claims about grammatical autonomy vs. interdependence of the two languages being acquired. Phonological studies of bilingual development suggest a relatively independent development of the two languages being acquired (Keshavarsz & Ingram 2002; Brulard & Carr 2003; Lleó 2006, among others). Other studies point to some degree of influence of one system over the other (Paradis 2001; Lleó et al. 2003, among others). Paradis and Genesee (1996) propose that interaction between the developing languages of a bilingual child can lead to three different situations: (a) transfer of a given structure from one language to the other, (b) acceleration, or (c) delay of the acquisition of a given structure in comparison with its acquisition by monolinguals.

Some studies report cases of transfer of a given language property. Paradis (2001) suggests transfer effects in a study on truncation patterns of 17 French-English bilinguals. She describes that French-English bilinguals exhibit a wS pattern in the truncation of English target words, unlike English monolinguals who exhibited a Sw pattern in line with the properties of the target language. Paradis (2001) explains this difference between English truncation patterns of monolinguals and bilinguals by a transfer of the truncation patterns of French target words in the bilingual context.

Several studies find cases of a delay in the development of bilingual’s grammar in comparison with monolinguals. Kehoe (2002a) reports a delay in the development of reduced syllables in German by Spanish-German bilinguals. Even if bilinguals exhibit vowel reduction in their reduced syllables in German, their rate of vowel reduction is significantly lower than the monolingual’s ones. Kehoe (2002b) shows similar results in her study of vowel acquisition by 3 Spanish-German bilinguals. She finds that these bilinguals experience no
difficulties in the acquisition of the Spanish vowel system whereas they have problems with the acquisition of the German vowel system. Kehoe (2002b) reports that bilinguals display lower rates of target production of vowels in German compared to monolinguals. Moreover, bilinguals tend to neutralize the functional contrast between long and short vowels in German. As opposed to this, the rates of target vowel production in Spanish are similar to the monolinguals. Kehoe (2002b) hypothesizes that the development of the German vowel system is delayed for the bilinguals due to the Spanish vowel system to which bilinguals are also exposed.

Focussing on the development of syllable codas, Almeida (2006) also finds a delay in the development of codas in European Portuguese by a French-Portuguese bilingual child as compared to French monolinguals. In contrast to Almeida (2006), Lleó et al. (2003) and Kehoe and Lleó (2003) show evidence for acceleration of the development of codas. Lleó et al. (2003) study the acquisition of codas by 5 German-Spanish bilinguals from 1;01 to 2;03. Kehoe and Lleó (2003) analyze the development of syllable structure by 3 German-Spanish bilinguals from 1;01 until 3;00. In these two studies, the authors suggest an interaction between the two phonological systems being acquired by bilingual children. In particular, these authors observe an acceleration of the development of syllable structure in bilinguals as compared to monolinguals. Kehoe and Lleó (2003) and Lleó et al. (2003) report that bilingual children acquire word-final codas in Spanish earlier than Spanish monolinguals and also have a greater segmental inventory in coda position. Spanish monolinguals develop codas late and they tend to produce word-medial codas before word-final codas whereas the reverse order of acquisition is attested for German monolinguals. Kehoe and Lleó (2003) argue that the development of codas by the bilinguals is similar to the one reported for German monolinguals but differ from the patterns exhibited by Spanish monolinguals: bilinguals acquire word-final codas before word-medial codas, as monolingual German children do. Thus, it seems that bilingualism promotes the acquisition of codas in Spanish in the sense that bilinguals are closer to the target language with respect to coda acquisition than monolingual Spanish children are.

Some scholars have put forward hypotheses concerning the factors which may be responsible for the interactions observed. The first hypothesis concerns the notion of language dominance. Paradis (2001) suggests that some bilingual children are dominant in French and that this fact can explain the transfer from French into English in her study. Lleó and Rakow (2006) also emphasize that most of the studies conducted on German-Spanish bilinguals by Lleó and colleagues are based on data from children living in Germany; as mentioned above, these studies suggest effects of German onto the acquisition of Spanish. They thus suggest that the language of the community may play a role in the directionality of the influence attested between the two developing languages of a bilingual child.

The second hypothesis relates to the complexity of a given structure combined with its diminished exposure in a language due to the bilingual input.
It is well established that children learn language through positive evidence. If a structure is present only in one language, bilingual children may receive less input than monolinguals, which translates in lesser amounts of evidence for the learning of this structure. This fact can potentially lead to a delay in development. Lleó (2002) proposes that if a complex structure is present in only one language, then its acquisition will be delayed. (This would also explain the development of German vowel system studied in Kehoe (2002) reported above.) On the contrary, if a complex structure is present in both languages, then its acquisition should be accelerated. This is attested in the German-Spanish bilingual acquisition of codas (Lleó et al. 2003).

In this paper, we aim at contributing to the debates noted above. We focus on the simultaneous acquisition of phonology with new unpublished data from a Portuguese-French first language bilingual learner named Barbara. In the sections below, we focus primarily on the development of syllable constituents, namely branching onsets and word-medial codas. The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we outline the methodology of our case study. In section 3, we describe the development patterns of branching onsets in both target languages. We continue our description in section 4 with a description of coda development. We return to the discussion above in section 5, where we argue for the presence of cross-grammar influences in both directions (from Portuguese to French and vice versa), which we attribute to grammatical factors, as opposed to input-related influences. In a nutshell, we propose that the structure of each target grammar is primarily responsible for the asymmetries observed in Barbara’s productions.

2. Methodology

As mentioned above, our corpus consists of longitudinal spontaneous speech from Barbara, a Portuguese-French bilingual child, whom we audio-video recorded approximately every second week at her home. 55 sessions were collected from the child’s first productions (1;00) until 3;10. The recordings took place during unstructured play situations. The recordings of the two languages followed the one-person, one-language design. An interlocutor for each language was present; only the presence of the parent who spoke the language of the session was allowed. Each session lasted approximately 30 minutes. All sessions were phonetically transcribed; these transcriptions were performed and stored with the help of the software Phon (e.g. Rose & MacWhinney, to appear). All the searches were also performed on this software. The corpus analyzed contains a total amount of 22083 words in Portuguese and 21904 words in French. For the purpose of data analysis, we consider that a structure emerges when it is produced at least once in two consecutive sessions. We consider a given structure to be acquired when its productions reach at least 80% of accuracy in two consecutive sessions.

1 Both language varieties are European.
Barbara was born and raised in Portugal in a bilingual family: her father is a native speaker of French and her mother a native speaker of Portuguese. Both speak to the child in his/her native language. Barbara has two older brothers who talk to her in both languages but predominantly in Portuguese. Before entering school at 3;07, Barbara spent most part of the day with her monolingual Portuguese grandparents. From these observations, we can establish that Barbara’s early upbringing mostly took place in a Portuguese monolingual environment. However, she usually spent vacation time in a French-speaking country with her family. Also, each parent can communicate in the other’s language and the family chooses to speak only in French on Saturdays. At 3;07, Barbara entered a French kindergarten at Lisbon.

At the beginning of data collection, Barbara showed a preference for talking in Portuguese. She would take longer to be interested to communicate with the French investigator. Also, she would typically never spontaneously decide to speak French to anyone except her father. Note also that this preference is restricted to her first productions and as she was growing up, this tendency progressively disappeared. It is also important to note that despite this initial preference, she also would never try to avoid talking in French and she would never choose to talk Portuguese to the French investigator, which suggests that she had developed the necessary sociolinguistic awareness and select the appropriate language to communicate with others.

3. The development of branching onsets

French and Portuguese exhibit similar inventories in branching onset position: both systems allow four combinations of an obstruent followed by a liquid (Dell 1995 for French; Mateus and Andrade 2000 for Portuguese), as illustrated in the next table:

Table 1: Inventory of branching onsets in French and Portuguese

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Portuguese</th>
<th>French</th>
<th>Gloss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Plosive+rhotic</td>
<td>[pr]incesa</td>
<td>[pr]incesse</td>
<td>“princess”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plosive+lateral</td>
<td>[pl]ano</td>
<td>[pl]at</td>
<td>“flat”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fricative+lateral</td>
<td>[fl]or</td>
<td>[fl]eur</td>
<td>“flower”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These four types of sequences are allowed both word-initially and word-medially. However, the phonetic format of the rhotic differs in both languages: it is an apical tap in Portuguese but a uvular fricative in French. For plosive+rhotic sequences, the first member of the sequence can assume one of the three major places of articulation. Also, plosive+lateral onsets only allow labial or velar consonants in the first position of the onset cluster. Finally, fricative+liquid onsets only allow labial in the first position.

Despite these phonological similarities, the monolingual acquisition of
branching onsets seems to proceed in quite a different fashion in the two languages under study. At the initial stage, both Portuguese and French learners are reported to reduce branching onsets to the first consonant, as it is also reported for most languages (Fikkert 1994; Freitas 1997; Rose 2000). When branching onsets emerge in both languages, the order of development of these sequences varies across French and Portuguese. The data available on the topic suggest that French learners develop CIV sequences before CrV sequences (dos Santos 2007; Kehoe et al. 2008). This developmental pattern is different from the one reported for Portuguese monolingual children, in which CrV sequences tend to develop before CIV sequences (Almeida and Freitas 2010). Furthermore, Portuguese children acquire branching onsets very late and before reaching the mastery stage they may also go through a stage of vowel epenthesis between the two consonants of the target sequence (Freitas 2003). This developmental pattern is only marginally observed in monolingual French children (Rose 2000, dos Santos 2007, Kehoe et al. 2008).

The development of branching onsets in Barbara’s productions in both languages is given in Figures 1 and 2. An “X” indicates that a particular type of branching onset is acquired (cf. section 2). We did not analyze voicing contrast so that “pl” stands for [pl] and [bl]. This is true for all types of branching onsets.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>fl</th>
<th>pl</th>
<th>fr</th>
<th>kl</th>
<th>pr</th>
<th>kr</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2;04</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2;06</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2;10</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3;00</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3;03</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3;06</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 1. Order of development of branching onsets in Portuguese**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>fl</th>
<th>pr</th>
<th>kl</th>
<th>kr</th>
<th>fr</th>
<th>pl</th>
<th>ts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2;04</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2;10</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2;11</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3;01</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3;03</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3;08</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 2. Order of development of branching onsets in French**

The results of the development of branching onsets in Barbara’s productions show that the acquisition of this structure proceeds during the same

---

2 Note that it is not clear how this pattern relates to the development of target laterals and liquids in singleton onsets; it may well be the case that these patterns are influenced by segmental development.
developmental period: Barbara starts producing branching onsets by 2:04 in both languages. By this time, the only sequence that is systematically produced in both languages is /fl/. The order of development of the other types of branching onsets differs between the two target languages. Nonetheless, some aspects are common, for example the fact that /tr/ is the more problematic sequence in both languages. It is the last sequence mastered in either language, and it is not yet stable enough in Portuguese to be considered acquired at the end of data collection (3:10). Also, in both languages, the production of CIV sequences is favored. During a first period, only this type of sequences emerges in the child’s productions, as illustrated in (1) from representative French examples.

(1) CIV production vs. CrV reduction in French:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{glace } & \rightarrow \text{ ['glas]} \quad 2:03 \quad \text{“icecream”} \\
\text{plein } & \rightarrow \text{ ['plɛ]} \quad 2:09 \quad \text{“full”} \\
\text{bruit } & \rightarrow \text{ ['bʁi]} \quad 2:05 \quad \text{“noise”} \\
\text{tрез } & \rightarrow \text{ ['trɛ]} \quad 2:09 \quad \text{“very”}
\end{align*}
\]

In Portuguese, some CrV sequences emerge at 2:04 but their production do not stabilize until 2:09. At this age, only /fr/ is stable. All CIV sequences are acquired by 3:00. Except for /fr/, no CrV sequence is mastered at this age. We can thus conclude that Barbara also shows an early preference for CIV sequences in Portuguese.

(2) Examples of CIV production and CrV reduction in EP:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{flore } & \rightarrow \text{ ['floɾ]} \quad 2:04 \quad \text{“flower”} \\
\text{Pluto } & \rightarrow \text{ ['plutu]} \quad 2:07 \quad \text{“proper name”} \\
\text{livro } & \rightarrow \text{ ['livɾu]} \quad 2:04 \quad \text{“book”} \\
\text{grande } & \rightarrow \text{ ['ɡɾɐði]} \quad 2:08 \quad \text{“big”}
\end{align*}
\]

Crucially, Barbara also skips the epenthesis stage well documented for Portuguese monolinguals, as discussed above. The cases of vowel epenthesis between the two consonants of a target branching onset are only rarely attested, in either languages. In fact, Barbara acquires branching onsets earlier than Portuguese monolinguals typically do, skipping the vowel epenthesis stage altogether. In this sense, we argue that the development of branching onsets in Portuguese is accelerated in Barbara’s productions as compared to Portuguese monolinguals.

To sum up, in our data, we observe an interaction between the two languages being acquired by the child in the sense that the development of one structure shows a unique pattern (emergence of CIV sequences before CrV sequences and no vowel epenthesis). This pattern is similar to the one reported for monolingual French children but different from the one observed for Portuguese monolinguals. This interaction leads to an acceleration of the development of branching onsets in Portuguese, due to a positive influence of
French.

4. The development of word-medial codas

French is virtually unrestricted concerning its word-medial codas inventory: almost all consonants can appear in this syllable position (Dell 1995). In contrast to this, Portuguese is highly restricted: only three consonants are allowed in this position: the fricative /s/ and the liquids /ɾ/ and /l/ (Mateus and Andrade 2000).

Table 2: Inventory of word-medial codas in French and Portuguese

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Portuguese</th>
<th>French</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Plosive</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fricative</td>
<td>fe[t]ta; a[ɾ]neira</td>
<td>a[t]te, a[s]pirine,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lateral</td>
<td>bo[l]so</td>
<td>a[l]gue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhotic</td>
<td>cu[r]va</td>
<td>po[ɾ]ter</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These two languages also differ concerning the patterns of monolingual acquisition of word-medial codas. French monolinguals are reported to develop all consonants in word-medial coda position at the same time (Rose 2000; dos Santos 2007) whereas Portuguese monolinguals typically develop fricative codas before liquids (Freitas 1997; Correia 2004). Figures 3 and 4 illustrate the development of word-medial codas in Barbara’s productions in French and Portuguese. A “X” indicates acquisition whereas a “|” indicates emergence but not complete acquisition.

Figure 3. Development of word-medial codas in Portuguese

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>ʃ, ʒ</th>
<th>ɾ</th>
<th>ɫ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1;10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2;04</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2;09</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3;01</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3;10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4. Development of word-medial codas in French

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>s</th>
<th>ɾ</th>
<th>Plosives</th>
<th>ɫ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1;10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2;04</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2;09</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3;01</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3;03</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3;06</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The figures show that word-medial codas emerge at the same age in both languages (2;04). At this age, Barbara only produces fricative codas, in both of her target languages. Later, at 2;09, liquid codas emerge, also in both languages, except from the French lateral, which is hardly attempted. Plosives, which only occur in French, are the last type of codas to emerge, at 3;01.

As for branching onsets, Barbara exhibits a unique pattern of development for her word-medial codas in both languages: she develops fricative codas prior to the other types of codas.

(3) Production of fricative codas and deletion of liquids in Portuguese:

- buscar [buʃ'kar] → [is'ka] 2;04 “to search for”
- mostrar [muʃ'trəɾ] → [us'ta] 2;04 “to show”
- porco [ˈporku] → [ˈpok] 2;04 “pig”
- alta [ˈalte] → [ˈate] 2;04 “tall”

(4) Production of fricative codas and deletion of liquids and plosives in French:

- restaurant [ʁɛstoɾəʁ] → [ɛstoɾ 누] 2;04 “restaurant”
- triste [ˈtris] → [tisti] 2;07 “sad”
- parc [ˈpaɾk] → [ˈpakoe] 2;05 “park”
- docteur [dɔk'tœʁ] → [to'tœʁ] 2;09 “doctor”

This pattern of acquisition is attested for Portuguese monolingual children, but finds no correspondence with what is described for French monolingual children, who acquire all types of consonant at the same time (Rose 2000; dos Santos 2007), if one excludes issues pertaining to segmental development only (e.g. absence of a given cluster because of the child’s inability to produce one of the phones contained in that cluster).

5. Discussion

Our data suggest that interaction can take two different output forms in a single child. First, based on the developmental patterns observed for branching onsets in section 3, we found an influence from one language on the other is attested, in the sense that only one pattern of development governs her productions in both languages. This influence is attested from French into Portuguese and leads to an acceleration of the development of branching onsets in Portuguese as compared to monolinguals, as Barbara skips the vowel epenthesis stage attested for Portuguese monolinguals. Second, based on the development of codas, we find an effect and a direction of cross-language influence to be different. The effect occurs from Portuguese into French and leads to a delay of the development of word-medial codas in French as compared to monolinguals. We argue that the initial stage in which only fricative consonants are allowed in coda in Barbara’s productions in both languages is the result of the grammatical properties of the target Portuguese system, which favors fricatives in this position and, crucially, prohibits plosives.
In sum, we find an acceleration effect in the development of branching onsets in Portuguese and a delay in the development of word-medial codas in French. This shows, first, that the development of not only syllable structure in general but also that of particular domains within syllables can potentially be vulnerable to interactions between the developing languages of bilingual children. As mentioned in the introduction, such interactions between the two languages of bilingual children have also been highlighted in several other studies conducted by Lleó and colleagues (especially the line of research produced by Lleó, Kehoe and their colleagues).

Second, an interesting finding of the current study is that interactions occur in both directions: we found an influence from French to Portuguese in the development of branching onsets, and an influence of Portuguese onto French in the development of word-medial codas. Moreover, this bi-directional interaction takes place over the same developmental period (between 2;03 and 3;01). This finding basically contradicts claims that language dominance can be the sole predictor for the direction of the inter-linguistic influence in bilingual children (Paradis 2001); it is indeed impossible for the child to be dominant in both languages at the same time. The patterns displayed by Barbara also contradict predictions based on the dominant language of the community, since interaction is attested in the two possible directions (cf. Lleó and Rakow 2006). Instead, we argue that the two directions of influence we observe in Barbara’s data are likely to occur in the context of a balanced bilingual, while the two predictions we are falsifying above are more likely to occur in bilingual learners with a clear language dominance, be it driven by the household or the community setting of the learner. Fundamentally, however, we cannot reduce the explanation to input only; the influences we observe are clearly at the level of the phonological grammar of the child and, as such, deserve a full grammatical consideration, independent of potential external influences such as frequency pressures from the input (e.g. Rose 2011).

Lleó (2002) proposes that if a complex structure is present in only one language, then its acquisition will be delayed. On the contrary, if a complex structure is present in both languages, then its acquisition will be accelerated. Barbara’s phonological development also partially contradicts this hypothesis. Both branching onsets and word-medial codas involve complexity at the level of syllable structure (branching structures in onsets and rhymes, respectively), in both languages. Under Lleó’s (2002) hypothesis, we should find an acceleration of the development of these structures in both languages, given the bilingual context of acquisition under investigation here. As we have seen, acceleration is attested for branching onsets only. However, the development of word-medial codas is delayed in French. We contend that the central issue driving the patterns observed concerns not the presence/absence of a given structure in both languages, but rather the types of distributional facts that constrain the manifestation of these structures in the target languages. In Portuguese, word-medial codas are highly constrained and limited to three different types: fricatives, lateral and rhotic. French allows for one more type of codas, plosives,
making the inventory of possible codas much larger in this language. Barbara is thus exposed to a greater variety of codas through French. This difference between the two languages allows us to compare Barbara’s situation to the situation of the German-Spanish bilinguals studied in Lleó et al. (2003); those bilinguals are also exposed to a greater variety of codas through German. Following Lleó (2002)’s hypothesis and the results of Lleó et al. (2003) study, we should expect acceleration of coda acquisition in Portuguese, since the bilingual child receives more positive evidence for codas than monolingual Portuguese children. However, the development of French codas is delayed: segmental development of codas is slow compared to monolinguals. Thus, the prediction based on structure complexity and the quantity of positive evidence available cannot account for all our results. Rather, other aspects must be considered, including the analytical ambiguity present in the input, which may influence a child’s analysis of any of the target languages, as well as generalizations across these languages (see Almeida 2011 for additional discussion).
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